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(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ADJUSTING CELL NETWORK CAMPING POLICY

(57) The present invention relates to the field of mo-
bile communications technologies, and in particular, to a
method for adjusting a network camping policy of a cell,
The method includes: determining, by a network side de-
vice according to traffic measurement of a first cell,
whether the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario; deter-
mining, by the network side device, whether the first cell
is a preferential camping cell; adjusting, by the network
side device after determining that the first cell is in the
heavy traffic scenario and the first cell is the preferential
camping cell, network camping policies of the first cell
and a second cell to random camping, where the first cell

and the second cell are inter-frequency co-coverage
neighboring cells. In the method disclosed in the present
invention, in a heavy traffic scenario, if it is determined
that a target cell is preferential camping, preferential
camping is adjusted to random camping. In this way,
when a burst of services occurs in the heavy traffic sce-
nario, the bursty services may be randomly sent to avail-
able carrier, thereby relieving system congestion, im-
proving customer experience, and ensuring system ca-
pacity of a system when services received by the system
are several times more than services that can be handled
by the system.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of mobile communications technologies, and in particular, to a method
for adjusting a network camping policy of a cell and an apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Urban areas are densely populated and prosperous, and thereby are always a prime target for mobile com-
munications service development; all operators invest huge efforts in network construction in urban areas. However, a
complex radio propagation environment in urban areas is considerably unfavorable to station establishment and net-
working in mobile communications, and in particular, to a communication issue in high-rise buildings, which remains a
challenge to mobile communications development. In traditional networking, a height of a base station antenna in an
urban area is approximately 30 m in general; however, a high-rise building usually has a height of more than 60 m, and
therefore may receive signals of multiple cells in surrounding or even relatively distant areas. This brings very strong
frequency interference, and may cause a ping-pong effect or even a communication failure, and meanwhile a problem
of no coverage may occur in some areas in which skyscrapers are located.
[0003] Currently, a method mainly used to address a communication issue in high-rise buildings is to build an indoor
distributed system. However, intensive use of the distributed system is impossible, due to heavy investment and necessity
of constructing an interior of high-rise buildings. In this case, hierarchical networking may be considered as an alternative
solution to address coverage issues in high-rise buildings. The philosophy behind the hierarchical networking is to further
build one layer of macro cell (a high-rise cell) at a physical upper layer of a common macro cell, and set a corresponding
parameter to ensure a sound communication effect in high-rise buildings. In the hierarchical networking, the one layed
of macro cell may use a separate frequency range, or may share a frequency range with the common macro cell,
[0004] To reduce impact of a high-speed downlink packet access (Speed Downlink Packet Access, HSDPA) data
burst on an adaptive multirate (Adaptive MultiRate, AMR) voice service, in a service layering scenario, a separate carrier
is used to carry the AMR voice service, so that AMR voice experience can be affectively assured.
[0005] As shown in FIG. 1, in the service layering scenario, if the service layer consists of three carriers, namely, an
F carrier, an F2 carrier, and an F3 carrier, and idle and CELL_PCH (PCH: Paging Channel, a CELL_PCH subscriber is
a subscriber in a cell paging channel state) subscribers all camp on the F1 carrier, all services are initiated on the F1
carrier. If a burst of services occurs, the F1 carrier is prone to congestion, thereby degrading signal quality and making
it more difficult to access. Flow control at the F1 carrier can reduce impact on sector capacity to an extent. However, if
signal quality on the F1 carrier deteriorates and coverage shrinks, both a direct retry decision (direct retry decision, DRD)
and a redirection process of the service layer are effected, and power efficiency cannot be ensured. For this reason,
there is a need for a new solution. In the prior art, most commonly used solutions are as follows:
[0006] Solution one in the prior art: The service layering is implemented by means of‘ a radio resource control (Radio
Resource Control, RRC) redirection or a direct retry from an FACH state to a DCH state (CELL_FACH to CELL_DCH
direct retry decision, F2H DRD). The RRC redirection means: After receiving an RRC connection request (RRC CON-
NECTION REQUEST) message of a user equipment (User Equipment, UE), a radio network controller (Radio Network
Controlled, RNC) returns an RRC connection reject (RRC CONNECTION REJECT) message to the UE, where the RRC
connection reject message (the REJ message for short) carries a target frequency channel number. After receiving the
REJ message, the UE searches, on the target frequency carried by the REJ message, for a cell to access. The F2H
DRD means: An F2H DRD subscriber is migrated from a forward access channel (Forward Access Channel, CELL_FACH)
state to a dedicated channel (Dedicated Channel, CELL_DCH) state and when HSDPA is used for bearing services,
the RNC directly requests resources of a cell on another frequency, and a frequency channel number and scrambling
code information of the target cell are carried in a radio bearer (Radio Bearer, RB) reconfiguration message (RADIO
BEARER RECONFIGURATION). After receiving the RB reconfiguration message, the UE gains access to the target
cell. However, a technical problem in implementing the service layering by means of the RRC redirection or the F2H
DRD is: When the F1 coverage shrinks, the F2H DRD message may not reach the UE, thereby affecting subscriber
experience.
[0007] Solution two in the prior art: Control a potential subscriber. A specific method is: Step 1: Periodically monitor
load of a current cell and a neighboring cell thereof. Step 2: Adjust parameters of the current cell and its neighboring
cell according to a load condition (the parameters may be adjusted according to a manner shown in Table 1, where →
indicates remaining unchanged, e indicates adjusting downwards, and w indicates adjusting upwards). Step 3: Detect
whether the parameters of the current cell and its neighboring cell change. If the parameters change, update and
broadcast system messages of the current cell and the neighboring cell thereof, and then go to step 3; if the parameters
do not change, directly go to step 1.
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[0008] However, in the solution two in the prior art, a cell selection and preselection parameter is adjusted at a low
speed for purposes of service balancing. In a service layering scenario, all subscribers camp on one frequency; therefore,
this solution is not applicable to the service layering scenario. In addition, in a heavy traffic scenario, there is a large
quantity of connected subscribers, and therefore an algorithm needs to respond quickly. However, in the foregoing
solution, only a low-speed adjustment is achieved; therefore, the foregoing solution cannot be applied to the heavy traffic
scenario.

SUMMARY

[0009] Embodiments of the present invention provide a method for adjusting a network camping policy of a cell and
an apparatus, so as to resolve a problem in the prior art that, in a networking scenario of service layering, Idle and CELL
_PCH subscribers all camp on a carrier, and if a burst of services occurs, the carrier is prone to congestion, thereby
degrading signal quality and making it more difficult to access.
[0010] According to a first aspect, a cell camping policy adjustment method is provided, where the method includes:

determining, by a network side device according to traffic measurement of a first cell, whether the first cell is in a
heavy traffic scenario;
determining, by the network side device, whether the first cell is a preferential camping cell; and
adjusting, by the network side device after determining that the first cell is in the heavy traffic scenario and the first
cell is the preferential camping cell, network camping policies of the first cell and a second cell to random camping,
where the first cell and the second cell are inter-frequency co-coverage neighboring cells.

[0011] With reference to the first aspect, in a first possible implementation, the determining, by a network side device
according to traffic measurement of a first cell, whether the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario includes:

determining, by the network side device when the number of radio resource control RRC connection requests
received by the first cell in a first duration is greater than or equal to a threshold on the number of RRC accesses,
and a proportion of RRC connection requests rejected by the first cell in the first duration due to insufficient air
interface resources to received RRC connection requests is greater than or equal to a first preset threshold, that
the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario; or
determining, by the network side device when the number of cell update requests received by the first cell in a
second duration is greater than or equal to a threshold on the number of update requests, that the first cell is in a
heavy traffic scenario; or
determining, by the network side device when the number of connected subscribers in the first cell is greater than
or equal to a threshold on the number of subscribers, that the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario.

[0012] With reference to the first aspect or the first possible implementation of the first aspect, in a second possible
implementation, the determining, by the network side device, whether the first cell is a preferential camping cell includes:

Table 1

Load of a Neighboring Cell Load of a Current Cell
Change of a Q’offset1 

Value
Change of a Q’offset2 

Value

Light Light → →

Light Normal → →

Light Heavy e e

Normal Light → →

Normal Normal → →

Normal Heavy e e

Heavy Light → →

Heavy Normal w w

Heavy Heavy → →
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determining, by the network side device according to a selection and reselection parameter of the first cell or a
selection and reselection parameter of the second cell, or a Bar attribute of the second cell, whether the first cell is
a preferential camping cell, where load of the second cell is less than a second threshold.

[0013] With reference to the second possible implementation, in a third possible implementation, the determining, by
the network side device according to a selection and preselection parameter of the first cell or a selection and reselection
parameter of the second cell, whether the first cell is a preferential camping cell includes:

determining, by the network side device when a pilot measurement type of the first cell is measurement based on
received signal code power RSCP and an idle signal quality offset 1 IdleQoffset1sn, configured on the first cell, of
the second cell is greater than or equal to a first preferential camping threshold, that the first cell is a preferential
camping cell; or
determining, by the network side device when a pilot measurement type of the first cell is measurement based on
received signal code power RSCP and an IdleQoffset1sn, configured on the second cell, of the first cell is less than
or equal to a second preferential camping threshold, that the first cell is a preferential camping cell; or
determining, by the network side device when a pilot measurement type of the first cell is measurement based on
ECN0 and an idle signal quality offset 2 ldleQoffset2sn, configured on the first cell, of the second cell is greater than
or equal to a third preferential camping threshold, that the first cell is a preferential camping cell; or
determining, by the network side device when a pilot measurement type of the first cell is measurement based on
ECN0 and an idle signal quality offset 2 IdleQoffset2sn, configured on the second cell, of the first cell is less than
or equal to a fourth preferential camping threshold, that the first cell is a preferential camping cell.

[0014] With reference to the second possible implementation, in a fourth possible implementation, the determining,
by the network side device according to a Bar attribute of the second cell, whether the first cell is a preferential camping
cell includes:

determining, by the network side device when determining, according to the Bar attribute of the second cell, that
the second cell is a cell on which no subscriber is allowed to camp, that the network camping policy of the first cell
is preferential camping.

[0015] With reference to the second possible implementation, of the first aspect to the fourth possible implementation
of the first aspect, in a fifth possible implementation, the adjusting, by the network side device, network camping policies
of the first cell and a second cell to random camping includes:

adjusting, by the network side device, a reselection-starting measurement threshold IdleSintersearch of the first cell
and the second cell to a first optimized value, where the first optimized value is greater than a reselection-starting
measurement threshold that is set when the first cell is preferential camping.

[0016] With reference to the first aspect to the fifth possible implementation of the first aspect, in a sixth possible
implementation, after the adjusting network camping policies of the first cell and a second cell to random camping, the
method further includes:

if the second cell is a cell on which no subscriber is allowed to camp, adjusting, by the network side device, the bar
attribute of the second cell, so that a subscriber is allowed to camp on the second cell.

[0017] With reference to the fifth possible implementation, of the first aspect or the sixth possible implementation, of
the first aspect, in a seventh possible implementation, the adjusting, by the network side device, a network camping
policy of the first cell to random camping further includes:

if a system message 5 delivered by the first cell or the second cell includes an SsearchHCS parameter for starting
inter-frequency reselection in a hierarchical cell structure scenario, adjusting, by the network side device, a value
of the SsearchHCS parameter to a second optimized value.

[0018] With reference to the first aspect to the seventh possible implementation of the first aspect, in an eighth possible
implementation, the method further includes:

after adjusting the network camping policy of the first cell to random camping, skipping performing, by the network
side device for a subscriber who accesses the first cell, a direct retry or a redirection due to service layering.
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[0019] According to a second aspect, a network side device is provided, where the network side device includes:

a determining module, configured to determine, according to traffic measurement of a first cell, whether the first cell
is in a heavy traffic scenario, and determine whether the first cell is a preferential camping cell; and
a camping policy adjusting module, configured to adjust, after it is determined that the first cell is in a heavy traffic
scenario and the first cell is a preferential camping cell, network camping policies of the first cell and a second cell
to random camping, where the first cell and the second cell are inter-frequency co-coverage neighboring cells.

[0020] With reference to the second aspect, in a first possible implementation of the second aspect, the determining
module includes:

a first determining unit, configured to determine, according to traffic measurement of the first cell, whether the first
cell is in a heavy traffic scenario; and
a second determining unit, configured to determine, by the network side device according to a selection and prese-
lection parameter of the first cell or a selection and reselection parameter of the second cell, or a Bar attribute of
the second cell, whether the first cell is a preferential camping cell, where load of the second cell is less than a
second threshold.

[0021] With reference to the first possible implementation of the second aspect, in a second possible implementation
of the second aspect, the first determining unit includes:

an RRC connection request quantity determining, subunit, configured to determine, when the number of radio
resource control RRC connection requests received by the first cell in a first duration is greater than or equal to a
threshold on the number of RRC accesses, and a proportion of RRC connection requests rejected by the first cell
in the first duration due to insufficient air interface resources to received RRC connection requests is greater than
or equal to a first preset threshold, that the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario;
an update request quantity determining subunit, configured to determine, when the number of cell update requests
received by the first cell in a second duration is greater than or equal to a threshold on the number of update requests,
that the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario; and
a subscriber quantity determining subunit, configured to determine, when the number of connected subscribers in
the first cell is greater than or equal to a threshold on the number of subscribers, that the first cell is in a heavy traffic
scenario.

[0022] With reference to the first possible implementation of the second aspect, in a third possible implementation of
the second aspect, the second determining unit includes:

a first selection and reselection parameter determining subunit, configured to, if a pilot measurement type of the
first cell is measurement based on received signal code power RSCP, determine that the first cell is a preferential
camping cell, if an idle signal quality offset 1 IdleQoffset1sn, configured on the first cell, of the second cell is greater
than or equal to a first preferential camping threshold; or determine that the first cell is a preferential camping cell,
if an IdleQoffset1sn, configured on the second cell, of the first cell is less than or equal to a second preferential
camping threshold;
a second selection and reselection parameter determining subunit, configured to, if the pilot measurement type of
the first cell is measurement based on ECN0, determine that the first cell is a preferential camping cell, if an idle
signal quality offset 2 IdleQoffset2sn, configured on the first cell, of the second cell is greater than or equal to a third
preferential camping threshold; or determine that the first cell is a preferential camping cell, if an idle signal quality
offset 2 IdleQoffset2sn, configured on the second cell, of the first cell is less than or equal to a fourth preferential
camping threshold; and
a Bar attribute determining subunit, configured to determine, when it is determined, according to the Bar attribute
of the second cell, that the second cell is a cell on which no subscriber is allowed to camp, that a network camping
policy of the first cell is preferential camping.

[0023] With reference to the second possible implementation of the second aspect or the third possible implementation
of the second aspect, in a fourth possible implementation of the second aspect, the camping policy adjusting module
includes:

a first adjusting subunit, configured to adjust a reselection-starting measurement threshold IdleSintersearch of the
first cell and the second cell to a first optimized value, where the first optimized value is greater than a reselection-
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starting measurement threshold that is set when the first cell is preferential camping;
a second adjusting subunit, configured to adjust, if a system message 5 delivered by the first cell or the second cell
includes an SsearchHCS parameter for starting inter-frequency reselection enabling in a hierarchical cell structure
scenario, a value of the SsearchHCS parameter to a second optimized value; and
a third adjusting subunit, configured to, if the second cell is a cell on which no subscriber is allowed to camp, adjust
the bar attribute of the second cell, so that a subscriber is allowed to camp on the second cell.

[0024] With reference to the fourth possible implementation of the second aspect, in a fifth possible implementation
of the second aspect, the camping policy adjusting module includes:

a fourth adjusting subunit, configured to, after adjusting the network camping policy of the first cell to random camping,
skip performing, for a subscriber who accesses the first cell, a direct retry or a redirection due to service layering.

[0025] In the method and the apparatus provided in the present invention, it is first identified whether a target cell is
in a heavy traffic scenario. In the heavy traffic scenario, if it is determined that a network camping policy of the target
cell is preferential camping, preferential camping is adjusted to random camping. In the heavy traffic scenario, a burst
of services may occur; therefore, if the network camping policy of the target cell is preferential camping, a carrier is prone
to congestion, thereby degrading signal quality and making it more difficult to access. If preferential camping is adjusted
to random camping, when a burst of services occurs, the bursty services may be randomly sent to available carrier,
thereby relieving system congestion, improving customer experience, and ensuring system capacity of a system when
services received by the system are several times more than services that can be handled by the system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0026]

FIG. 1 is a schematic networking diagram of service layering in the prior art;
FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of a method for adjusting a network camping policy of a cell according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic structural diagram of a network side device according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a schematic structural diagram of a determining module in a network side device according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a schematic structural diagram of a first determining unit in a network side device according to an embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a second determining unit in a network side device according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of a camping policy adjustment in a network side device according to an
embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of a radio network controller RNC according to an embodiment of the
present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0027] In a networking scenario of service layering, if Idle subscribers and PCH subscribers all camp on a carrier, all
services are initiated on the carrier. If a burst of services occurs, the carrier is prone to congestion, thereby degrading
signal quality and making it more difficult to access. To resolve the foregoing problems, the present invention provides
a solution for adjusting a network camping policy in a heavy traffic scenario. When it is identified that a target cell is in
a heavy traffic scenario, and it is identified that a network camping policy of the target cell is preferential camping, the
network camping policy is changed. A specific method includes the following:
[0028] A network side device determines, according to traffic measurement of a first cell, whether the first cell is in a
heavy traffic scenario, the network side device determines whether the first cell is a preferential camping cell; and
after determining that the first cell is in the heavy traffic scenario and the first cell is the preferential camping cell, the
network side device adjusts network camping policies of the first cell and a second cell to random camping, where the
first cell and the second cell are inter-frequency co-coverage neighboring cells.
[0029] In the method provided in the present invention, it is first identified whether a first cell (that is, a target cell to
which a UE accesses) is in a heavy traffic scenario. In the heavy traffic scenario, if it is determined that a network camping
policy of the target cell is preferential camping, preferential camping is adjusted to random camping. In the heavy traffic
scenario, a burst of services may occur; therefore, if the network camping policy of the target cell is preferential camping,
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a carrier is prone to congestion, thereby degrading signal quality and making it more difficult to access. If preferential
camping is adjusted to random camping, when a burst of services occurs, the bursty services may be randomly sent to
available carrier, thereby relieving system congestion, improving customer experience, and ensuring system capacity
when services received by the system are several times more than services that can be handled by the system.
[0030] To make the objectives, technical solutions, and advantages of the embodiments of the present invention
clearer, the following clearly and completely describes the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention
with reference to the accompanying drawings in the embodiments of the present invention. Apparently, the described
embodiments are a part rather than all of the embodiments of the present invention. All other embodiments obtained by
a person of ordinary skill in the art based on the embodiments of the present invention without creative efforts shall fall
within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0031] As shown in FIG. 2, the present invention provides a method for adjusting a network camping policy of a cell,
where the method specifically includes the following steps:

Step 201: A network side device determines, according to traffic measurement of a first cell, whether the first cell
is currently in a heavy traffic scenario.

[0032] The heavy traffic scenario means: The number of subscribers who attempt to access a cell exceeds capacity
of the cell.
[0033] Step 202: The network side device determines whether the first cell is a preferential camping cell.
[0034] In this embodiment of the present invention, when a cell has at least one inter-frequency co-coverage neighboring
cell, to enable Idle subscribers and PCH subscribers in an area in which the cell is located to camp on a specific cell,
the network side device may adjust a network camping policy to preferential camping, so that the Idle subscribers and
the PCH subscribers camp on the specific cell. In this case, the specific cell is referred to as a preferential camping cell,
[0035] Step 203: After determining, that the first cell is in the heavy traffic scenario and the first cell is the preferential
camping cell, the network side device adjusts network camping policies of the first cell and a second cell to random
camping, where the first cell and the second cell are inter-frequency co-coverage neighboring cells.
[0036] A network camping policy opposite to preferential camping is random camping. When a cell has at least one
inter-frequency co-coverage neighboring cell, to enable a connected subscriber in an area in which the cell is located
to randomly camp on the cell or the inter-frequency co-coverage neighboring cell, the network camping policy may be
adjusted to random camping.
[0037] For example, a carrier frequency of the first cell is F1, and the second cell with a carrier frequency F2 is also
located in an area in which the first cell is located. In case of preferential camping, Idle subscribers and PCH subscribers
in the area in which the first cell is located only camp on the first cell, and the first cell is referred to as a preferential
camping cell; in case of random camping, the Idle subscribers and PCH subscribers in the area in which the first cell is
located randomly camp on the first cell and/or the second cell.
[0038] lt should be noted that the second cell herein does not refer to a specified cell. In a practical application, the
first cell may have multiple inter-frequency co-coverage neighboring cells; therefore, the second cell may refer to multiple
cells.
[0039] If the first cell is a preferential camping cell and is in the heavy traffic scenario, the first cell is overloaded, and
the second cell is not fully utilized, thereby causing a load imbalance between cells, and also causing an inappropriate
use of system resources. In this embodiment of the present invention, in this heavy traffic scenario, if it is detected that
the first cell is a preferential camping cell, the network side device accordingly adjusts the network camping policies of
the first cell and the second cell to random camping (the first cell and the second cell are inter-frequency co-coverage
neighboring cells). After the network camping policies of the first cell and the second cell are adjusted to random camping,
a subscriber may randomly camp on the first cell and/or the second cell, thereby achieving effects of relieving system
congestion, improving customer experience, and ensuring system capacity when services received by the system are
several times more than services that can be handled by the system.
[0040] In addition, the preferential camping policy is generally used with service layering. Therefore, after the network
camping policy is changed to random camping, service layering is no longer required. Therefore, in this embodiment of
the present invention, after the network side device adjusts the network camping policy of the first cell to random camping,
the method further includes the following:
[0041] After adjusting the network camping policy of the first cell to random camping, the network side device does
not perform, for a subscriber who has accessed the first cell, a direct retry or a redirection due to service layering.
[0042] The direct retry (direct retry decision, DRD) means: An RNC requests a CELL DCH subscriber in the first cell
to access another cell with a different frequency. The redirection means: An RNC requests an Idle subscriber or a PCH
subscriber in the first cell to access another cell with a different frequency.
[0043] In this embodiment of the present invention, there are multiple methods for determining, by the network side
device, whether the first cell is currently in a heavy traffic scenario. The following provides several most optimized
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implementation manners, and each manner may be separately used, and may also be used together. The method
specifically includes:

A1. Determine, based on the number of RRC connection requests, whether the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario.
When the number of radio resource control (RRC) connection requests received by the first cell in a first duration
is greater than or equal to a threshold on the number of RRC connections, and a proportion of RRC connection
requests rejected by the first cell in the first duration due to insufficient air interface resources to received RRC
connection requests is greater than or equal to a first threshold, the network side device determines that the first
cell is in a heavy traffic scenario.
During a process of an RRC connection, the network side device (an RNC, for example) allocates a resource to a
UE, which is a process known as admission process; if no power or code resource is allocated, the RRC connection
request is rejected due to insufficient air interface resources.
A2. Determine, based on the number of cell update requests, whether the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario.
When the number of cell update requests received by the first cell in a second duration is greater than or equal to
a threshold on the number of update requests, the network side device determines that the first cell is in a heavy
traffic scenario.
A3. Determine, based on the current number of subscribers in a cell, whether the first cell is currently in a heavy
traffic scenario.

[0044] When the total number of connected subscribers in the first cell is greater than or equal to a threshold on the
number of subscribers, the network side device determines that the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario.
[0045] The connected subscribers include DCH subscribers and DCH+FACH subscribers. In addition, the total number
of connected subscribers in the first cell may be the average number of subscribers within a period of time, and may
also be the number of subscribers detected in the first cell at a given point of time.
[0046] In this embodiment of the present invention, after it is determined that the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario,
the network side device further determines whether the first cell is a preferential camping cell. Whether the first cell is
a preferential camping cell may be determined by performing the following steps:
[0047] The network side device determines, according to a selection and reselection parameter of the first cell or a
selection and preselection parameter of the second cell, or a Bar attribute of the second cell, whether the first cell is a
preferential camping cell, where load of the second cell is less than a second threshold.
[0048] The second cell refers to a cell which operates on a different frequency but is located in a same coverage area
as the first cell. The network side device (RNC) may add a frequency channel number of the inter-frequency cell to a
radio bearer reconfiguration (Radio Bearer Reconfiguration, RB reconfiguration) message as a target frequency channel
number, and instruct a subscriber to establish a service in the cell which operates on the target frequency. Load of a
cell may be uplink or downlink power load of the cell. When both uplink power load and downlink power load of a inter-
frequency co-coverage neighboring cell are low, it indicates that capacity of the inter-frequency co-coverage neighboring
cell is not fully used, and more subscribers may access the inter-frequency co-coverage neighboring cell. In this case,
adjusting preferential camping to random camping may achieve an effect of efficient resource utilization.
[0049] In this embodiment, there are multiple implementation manners of determining the network camping policy of
the first cell according to a cell selection or reselection parameter of the second cell or the Bar attribute of the second
cell. For example:

B1. When a pilot measurement type of the first cell is measurement based on received signal code power (Received
Signal Code Power, RSCP), and an idle signal quality offset 1 IdleQoffset1sn, configured on the first cell, of the
second cell is greater than or equal to a first preferential camping threshold, the network side device determines
that the first cell is a preferential camping cell.
In addition, the first cell and the second cell are neighboring cells. The practice of allowing a subscriber to preferentially
camp on the first cell may be further implemented by configuring, on the second cell, an IdleQoffset1sn of the first
cell (that is, it is determined, according to an IdleQofIset1sn in case of reverse neighbor relationship, that the network
camping policy of the first cell is preferential camping). A specific implementation includes the following:
When the pilot measurement type of the first cell is measurement based on received signal code power RSCP, and
the IdleQoffset1sn, configured on the second cell, of the first cell is less than or equal to a second preferential
camping threshold, the network side device determines that the first cell is a preferential camping cell; in the most
optimized implementation, the second preferential camping threshold may be an opposite number of the first pref-
erential camping threshold (that is, first preferential camping threshold = (-1) x second preferential camping threshold).
The IdleQoffset 1 sn is used in the R criteria. Candidate cells available for cell selection and reselection are sorted
by signal quality of a neighboring cell minus IdleQoffsetlsn, and according to a sorting result, a cell with the best
signal quality is selected for access.
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In this embodiment, if the first preferential camping threshold is a positive value (for example, 10), the second
preferential camping threshold may be an opposite number (-10) of the first preferential camping threshold; the
IdleQoffsetlsn, configured on the first cell, of the second cell and the IdleQoffsetlsn, configured on the second cell,
of the first cell are two different configurations. For case of comparison, an opposite number relationship may also
be established between the two parameters, that is, the IdleQoffset1sn, configured on the first cell, of the second
cell is an opposite number of the IdleQoHset1sn, configured on the second cell, of the first cell.
B2. When the pilot measurement type of the first cell is measurement based on ECNO, and an idle signal quality
offset 2 ldleQoffset2sn, configured on the first cell, of the second cell is greater than or equal to a third preferential
camping threshold, the network side device determines that the first cell is a preferential camping cell.
In addition, the first cell and the second cell are neighboring cells. The practice of allowing a subscriber to preferentially
camp on the first cell may be further implemented by configuring, on the second cell, an IdleQoffset2sn of the first
cell (that is, it may be further determined, according to an IdleQoffset 1 sn in case of reverse neighbor relationship,
that the network camping policy of the first cell is preferential camping). A specific implementation includes the
following:
When the pilot measurement type of the first cell is measurement based on ECN0, and an idle signal quality offset
2 IdlcQoffset2sn, configured on the second cell, of the first cell is less than or equal to a fourth preferential camping
threshold, the network side device determines that the network camping policy of the first cell is preferential camping.
In this embodiment, the IdleQoffset2sn, configured on the first cell, of the second cell and the IdleQoffset2sn,
configured on the second cell, of the first cell are two different configurations. For ease of comparison, an opposite
number relationship may also be established between the two parameters, that is, the IdleQoffset2sn, configured
on the first cell, of the second cell is an opposite number of the IdleQoffset2sn, configured on the second cell, of
the first cell.
B3. When determining, according to the Bar attribute of the second cell, that the second cell is a cell on which no
subscriber is allowed to camp, the network side device determines that the network camping policy of the first cell
is preferential camping.

[0050] In the method provided in this embodiment of the present invention, after it is determined that the first cell is in
a heavy traffic scenario and the network camping policy of the first cell is preferential camping, parameters of the first
cell and the second cell need to be adjusted, so that after the adjustment, subscribers can be evenly distributed among
the first cell and the second cell. For this reason, the network side device adjusts the network camping policy of the first
cell to random camping, where specific adjusted parameters include a combination of one or multiple of the following
parameters: measurement threshold (IdleSintersearch) for starting preselection, threshold (SsearchHCS) for starting
inter-frequency reselection in a hierarchical cell structure scenario, IdleQoffset1sn, IdleQoffset2sn, and Bar attribute.
For example:

(1) The network side device may adjust an IdleSintersearch of the first cell and IdleSintersearch of the second cell
to a first optimized value, where the first optimized value is greater than a reselection-starting measurement threshold
that is set when the first cell is preferential camping.
In this embodiment, the parameters of both the first cell (that is, the determined preferential camping cell) and the
second cell are adjusted, so as to achieve an effect ofevenly distributing subscribers among the first cell and the
second cell. In this way, when a burst of services occurs, a carrier is not prone to congestion, and a resulting
deterioration of signal quality and an increase in access difficultly can be avoided. A specific implementation includes:

C1. Processing for the first cell (that is, the preferential camping cell): The measurement threshold IdleSinter-
search for starting preselection takes a preset first optimized value, and the preset first optimized value is greater
than a reselection-starting measurement threshold that is set when the first cell is the preferential camping cell.
UE’s behavior is to monitor a signal of the local cell, if signal quality is lower than the measurement threshold
IdleSintersearch for starting preselection, inter-frequency measurement is started. "signal quality of the local
cell + hysteresis" and "signal quality of a neighboring cell - IdleQoffset1sn" are compared, and if a vague of the
neighboring cell is greater than that of the local cell, cell reselection is initiated. In case of preferential camping,
to avoid reselection initiated by a subscriber in a preferential camping cell, the measurement threshold IdleS-
intersearch for starting reselection is set to a relatively small value, and the inter-frequency reselection) meas-
urement is initiated only when signal quantity is lower than the IdleSintersearch, thereby ensuring implementation
of the preferential camping. In a random camping scenario, a subscriber is allowed to perform reselection among
multiple carriers, so as to acquire relatively high signal quality; in this case, the measurement threshold IdleS-
intersearch for starting preselection is adjusted to a larger value.
For a neighboring cell pair relationship that meets a preferential camping condition, an IdleQoffset1sn and an
IdleQoffset2sn,that correspond to the neighboring cell pair relationship take a value of 0 or a relatively small
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absolute value. In addition, the IdleQoffset 1 sn is delivered in a system message 3 (SIB3) to the UE; and the
IdleQoffset1sn is delivered in a system message 11 (SIB11) to the UE.
C2. Processing for the second cell (that is, a neighboring cell for blind handover): The measurement threshold
IdleSintersearch for starting reselection takes the preset first optimized value. For a neighboring cell pair rela-
tionship that meets a preferential camping condition, an IdleQoffset1sn and an IdleQoffset2sn that correspond
to the neighboring cell pair relationship take a value of 0 or a relatively small absolute value.
Further, if the second cell is a cell on which no subscriber is allowed to camp (that is, if the cell is Barred), the
network side device adjusts the bar attribute of the second cell (performs unbarring processing), so that a
subscriber is allowed to camp on the blind hanover neighboring cell.
The unBarring processing is to set the barred status in a system message 4 (SIB4) to cell not barred, that is,
to allow a connected UE to camp on a cell.

(2) If a system message 5 delivered by the first cell or the second cell includes a parameter (SsearchHCS) for
starting inter-frequency reselection in a hierarchical cell structure scenario, the network side device adjusts a value
of the SsearchHCS parameter to a preset second optimized value.

[0051] Assuming that it is determined, according to the number of RRC connections, whether a cell is in a heavy traffic
scenario, a specific implementation of the method provided in this embodiment of the present invention may be as follows:
[0052] The network side device (may be an RNC) accumulates the number of RRC accesses of the first cell (for
example, 15 RRC accesses, including RNC requests or cell update requests) within a certain period (for example, 5
minutes). If the accumulated number ofaccesses is greater than a threshold on the number of RRC accesses (for
example, the threshold on the number of RRC accesses is 10 times/5 minutes), it is determined that the target cell is in
a heavy traffic scenario. Further, to avoid a malicious attack (for example, pinging an IP address segment), the number
of RRC accesses may be continuously detected for two periods of time. It is determined, only when the number of RRC
accesses within each of the two periods of time is greater than the preset threshold, that the first cell is in a heavy traffic
scenario.
[0053] After it is determined that the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario, a network camping policy of cells (the first
cell and a neighboring cell of the first cell) in a neighboring cell pair relationship that meets a preferential camping
condition is adjusted from preferential camping to random camping, so as to increase sector capacity.
[0054] In the foregoing method provided in this embodiment of the present invention, it is first identified whether a first
cell (that is, a target cell) is in a heavy traffic scenario. In the heavy traffic scenario, if it is determined that a network
camping policy of the target cell is preferential camping, preferential camping is adjusted to random camping. In the
heavy traffic scenario, a burst of services may occur; therefore, if the network camping policy of the target cell is preferential
camping, a carrier is prone to congestion, thereby degrading signal quality and making it more difficult to access. If
preferential camping is adjusted to random camping, when a burst of services occurs, the bursty services may be
randomly sent to available carrier, thereby relieving system congestion, improving customer experience, and ensuring
system capacity when services received by the system are several times more than services that can be handled by
the system.
[0055] As shown in FIG. 3, according to the foregoing method, the present invention further provides a network side
device, where the network side device includes:

a determining module 301, configured to determine, according to traffic measurement of a first cell, whether the first
cell is in a heavy traffic scenario, and determine whether the first cell is a preferential camping cell; and
a camping policy adjusting module 302, configured to adjust, after it is determined that the first cell is in the heavy
traffic scenario and the first cell is the preferential camping cell, network camping policies of the first cell and a
second cell to random camping, where the first cell and the second cell are inter-frequency co-coverage neighboring
cells.

[0056] The determining module 301 provided in this embodiment of the present invention is configured to determine
whether a cell is in a heavy traffic scenario, and determine whether the first cell is a preferential camping cell, and the
two determining conditions are independent of each other; therefore, two individual modules may be provided to sepa-
rately perform the foregoing two determining steps, and the determining module includes the following two units (FIG.
4 is a schematic structural diagram of the determining module 301):

a first determining unit 401, configured to determine, according to traffic measurement of the first cell, whether the
first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario; and
a second determining unit 402, configured to determine, by the network side device according to a selection and
reselection parameter of the first cell or a selection and reselection parameter of the second cell, or a Bar attribute
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of the second cell, whether the first cell is a preferential camping cell, where load of the second cell is less than a
second threshold.

[0057] As shown in FIG. 5, in this embodiment of the present invention, there are multiple implementation manners
of determining, by the network side device, whether the first cell is currently in a heavy traffic scenario. The following
provides several most optimized implementation manners, and each manner may be separately used, and may also be
used together. Therefore, the first determining unit 401 further includes several subunits, and each subunit of the first
determining unit 401 provided in this embodiment may be separately used, and may be used in a random combination.
The first determining unit 401 specifically includes:

an RRC connection request quantity determining unit 501, configured to determine, when the number of radio
resource control RNC connection requests received by the first cell in a first duration is greater than or equal to a
threshold on the number of RRC accesses, and a proportion of RRC connection requests rejected by the first cell
in the first duration due to insufficient air interface resources to received RRC connection requests is greater than
or equal to a first preset threshold, that the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario;
an update request quantity determining unit 502, configured to determine, when the number of cell update requests
received by the first cell in a second duration is greater than or equal to a threshold on the number of update requests,
that the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario;
a subscriber quantity determining unit 503, configured to determine, when the number of connected subscribers in
the first cell is greater than or equal to a threshold on the number of subscribers, that the first cell is in a heavy traffic
scenario.

[0058] In this embodiment of the present invention, after it is determined that the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario,
the network side device determines a network camping policy of the first cell, and the second determining unit 402
includes (FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of the second determining unit 402):

a first selection and reselection parameter determining subunit 601, configured to, if a pilot measurement type of
the first cell is measurement based on received signal code power RSCP, determine that the first cell is a preferential
camping cell, if an idle signal quality offset 1 IdleQoffset1sn, configured on the first cell, of the second cell is greater
than or equal to a first preferential camping threshold; or determine that the first cell is a preferential camping cell,
when an IdleQoffset1 sn, configured on the second cell, of the first cell is less than or equal to a second preferential
camping threshold;
a second selection and reselection parameter determining subunit 602, configured to, if the pilot measurement type
of the first cell is measurement based on ECN0, determine, that the first cell is a preferential camping cell, if an idle
signal quality offset 2 IdlcQoffset2sn, configured on the first cell, of the second cell is greater than or equal to a third
preferential camping threshold; or determine that the first cell is a preferential camping cell, when an idle signal
quality offset 2 IdleQoffset2sn, configured on the second cell, of the first cell is less than or equal to a fourth preferential
camping threshold;
a Bar attribute determining subunit 603, configured to determine, when it is determined, according to the Bar attribute
of the second cell, that the second cell is a cell on which no subscriber is allowed to camp, that a network camping
policy of the first cell is preferential camping.

[0059] In the network side device provided in this embodiment of the present invention, after it is determined that the
first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario and the network camping policy of the first cell is preferential camping, parameters
of the first cell and a neighboring cell need to be adjusted (preferential camping is adjusted to random camping), so that
after the adjustment, subscribers can be evenly distributed among the first cell and the neighboring cell, Therefore, to
implement the practice of adjusting the network camping policy of the first cell to random camping, the camping policy
adjusting unit 302 specifically includes the following multiply subunits (FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of the
camping policy adjusting unit 302):

a first adjusting subunit 701, configured to adjust a reselection-starting measurement threshold IdleSintersearch of
the first cell and the second cell to a first optimized value, where the first optimized value is greater than a reselection-
starting measurement threshold that is set when the first cell is preferential camping;
a second adjusting subunit 702, configured to adjust, if a system message 5 delivered by the first cell or the second
cell includes a threshold parameter SsearchHCS for starting an inter-frequency reselection in a hierarchical cell
structure scenario, a value of the SsearchHCS parameter to a second optimized value;
a third adjusting subunit 703, configured to, if the second cell is a cell on which no subscriber is hallowed to camp,
adjust the bar attribute of the second cell, so that a subscriber is allowed to camp on the second cell;
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a fourth adjusting subunit 704, configured to, after adjusting the network camping policy of the first cell to random
camping, skip performing, for a subscriber who accesses the first cell, a direct retry or a redirection due to service
layering.

[0060] As shown in FIG. 8, the present invention further provides another radio network controlled RNC that is con-
figured to perform the method for adjusting a network camping policy of a cell in the foregoing embodiments. The radio
network controller RNC includes at least one processor 801 (a CPU, for example), at least one network interface 802
or another communications interface, a memory 803, and at least one communications bus 804 that is configured to
implement a communication connection between these apparatuses. The processor 801 is configured to execute an
executable module stored in the memory 803, for example, a computer program. The memory 803 may include a high-
speed random access memory (RAM: Random Access Memory), and may further include a non-volatile memory (non-
volatile memory), for example, at least one disk memory. By using the at least one network interface 802 (may be wired
or wireless), a communication connection between a gateway of the system and at least one of other network elements
is implemented. The Internet, a wide area network, a local area network, a metropolitan area network, and the like may
be used.
[0061] In some implementations, the memory stores a program 8031, and the program may be executed by the
processor. The program includes: determining, according to traffic measurement of a first cell, whether the first cell is
in a heavy traffic scenario; determining whether the first cell is a preferential camping cell; after determining that the first
cell is in a heavy traffic scenario and the first cell is a preferential camping cell, adjusting network camping policies of
the first cell and a second cell to random camping, where the first cell and the second cell are inter-frequency co-coverage
neighboring cells.
[0062] One or more technical solutions provided in the embodiments of the present application have at least the
following technical effects:
[0063] In the method and the apparatus provided in the present invention, it is first identified whether a target cell is
in a heavy traffic scenario. In the heavy traffic scenario, if it is determined that a network camping policy of the target
cell is preferential camping, preferential camping is adjusted to random clamping. In the heavy traffic scenario, a burst
of services may occur; therefore, if the network camping policy of the target cell is preferential camping, a carrier is prone
to congestion, thereby degrading signal quality and making it more (difficult to access. If preferential camping is adjusted
to random camping, when a burst of services occurs, the bursty services may be randomly sent to available carrier,
thereby relieving system congestion, improving customer experience, and ensuring system capacity when services
received by the system are several times more than services that can be handled by the system.
[0064] It may be clearly understood by a person skilled in the art that, for ease and brevity of description, division of
the foregoing functional modules is merely used as an example, and in an actual application, the foregoing functions
may be allocated to different functional modules according to a requirement, that is, an internal structure of the apparatus
is divided into different functional modules, so as to complete all or a part of the functions described above. For a detailed
working process of the foregoing system, apparatus, and unit, reference may be made to a corresponding process in
the foregoing method embodiments, and details are not described herein again.
[0065] In the several embodiments provided in the present application, it should be understood that the disclosed
system, apparatus, and method may be implemented in other manners. For example, the described apparatus embod-
iment is merely exemplary. For example, the module or unit division is merely logical function division and may be other
division in actual implementation. For example, a plurality of units or components may be combined or integrated into
another system, or some features may be ignored or not performed. Furthermore, the displayed or discussed mutual
couplings or direct couplings or communication connections may be implemented through some interfaces. The indirect
couplings or communication connections between the apparatuses or units may be implemented in electronic, mechan-
ical, or other forms.
[0066] The units described as separate parts may or may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as units
may or may not be physical units, may be located in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality of network units.
A part or all of the units may be selected according to an actual requirement to achieve the purposes of the solutions of
the embodiments.
[0067] Moreover, functional units in the embodiments of the present application may be integrated into one processing
unit, or each of the units may exist alone physically, or two or more units are integrated into one unit. The integrated unit
may be implemented in a form of hardware, or may be implemented in a form of a software functional unit.
[0068] When the integrated unit is implemented in a form of a software functional unit and sold or used as an independent
product, the integrated unit may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium. Based on such an understanding,
the technical solutions of the present application essentially, or the part contributing to the prior art, or all or a part of the
technical solutions may be implemented in the form of a software product. The software product is stored in a storage
medium and includes several instructions for instructing a computer device (which may be a personal computer, a server,
or a network device) or a processor to perform all or a part of the steps of the methods described in the embodiments
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of the present application, the foregoing storage medium includes any medium that can store program code, such as a
USB flash drive, a removable hard disk, a read-only memory (Read-Only Memory, ROM), a random access memory
(Random Access Memory, RAM), a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.
[0069] The foregoing is merely intended to describe the technical solutions of the present application in detail. The
descriptions of the foregoing embodiments are merely intended to help understand the method and idea of the present
invention, and shall not be construed as a limitation on the present invention. Any variation or replacement readily figured
out by a person skilled in the art within the technical scope disclosed in the present invention shall fall within the protection
scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for adjusting a network camping policy of a cell, comprising:

determining , by a network, side device according to traffic measurement of a first cell, whether the first cell is
in a heavy traffic scenario;
determining, by the network side device, whether the first cell is a preferential camping cell; and
adjusting, by the network side device after determining, that the first cell is in the heavy traffic scenario and the
first cell is the preferential camping cell, network camping policy of the first cell and network camping policy of
a second cell to random camping, wherein the first cell and the second cell are inter-frequency co-coverage
neighboring cells.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the determining, by a network side device according to traffic measurement
of a first cell, whether the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario comprises:

determining, by the network side device when the number of radio resource control RRC connection requests
received by the first cell in a first duration is greater than or equal to a threshold on the number of RRC accesses,
and a proportion of RRC connection requests rejected by the first cell in the first duration due to insufficient air
interface resources to the received RRC connection requests is greater than or equal to a first preset threshold,
that the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario; or
determining, by the network side device when the number of cell update requests received by the first cell in a
second duration is greater than or equal to a threshold on the number of update requests, that the first cell is
in a heavy traffic scenario; or
determining, by the network side device when the number of connected subscribers in the first cell is greater
than or equal to a threshold on the number of subscribers, that the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario.

3. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 2, wherein the determining, by the network, side device, whether
the first cell is a preferential camping cell comprises:

determining, by the network side device according to a selection and preselection parameter of the first cell, or
a selection and reselection parameter of the second cell, or a Bar attribute of the second cell, whether the first
cell is a preferential camping cell, wherein load of the second cell is less than a second threshold.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the determining, by the network side device according to a selection and
reselection parameter of the first cell, or a selection and preselection parameter of the second cell, whether the first
cell is a preferential camping cell comprises:

determining, by the network side device when a pilot measurement type of the first cell is measurement based
on received signal code power RSCP and an idle signal quality offset 1 IdleQoffset1sn, configured on the first
cell, of the second cell is greater than or equal to a first preferential camping threshold, that the first cell is a
preferential camping cell; or
determining, by the network side device when a pilot measurement type of the first cell is measurement based
on RSCP and an IdleQoffset1sn, configured on the second cell, of the first cell is less than or equal to a second
preferential camping threshold, that the first cell is a preferential camping cell; or
determining, by the network side device when a pilot measurement type of the first cell is measurement based
on ECN0 and an idle signal quality offset 2 IdleQoffset2sn, configured on the first cell, of the second cell is
greater than or equal to a third preferential camping threshold, that the first cell is a preferential camping cell; or
determining, by the network side device when a pilot measurement type of the first cell is measurement based
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on ECN0 and an idle signal quality offset 2 IdleQoffset2sn, configured on the second cell, of the first cell is less
than or equal to a fourth preferential camping threshold, that the first cell is a preferential camping cell.

5. The method according to claim 3, wherein the determining, by the network side device according to a Bar attribute
of the second cell, whether the first cell is a preferential camping cell comprises:

determining, by the network side device when determining, according to the Bar attribute of the second cell,
that the second cell is a cell on which no subscriber is allowed to camp, that the first cell is a preferential camping
cell,

6. The method according to any one of claims 3 to 5, wherein the adjusting, by the network side device, network
camping policy of the first cell and network camping policy ofa second cell to random camping comprises:

adjusting, by the network side device, a reselection-starting measurement threshold, IdleSintersearch of the
first cell and the second cell to a first optimized value, wherein the first optimized value is greater than a
reselection-starting measurement threshold that is set when the first cell is preferential camping.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein after the adjusting, by the network side device, network
camping policy of the first cell and network camping policy of a second cell to random camping, the method further
comprises:

if the second cell is a cell on which no subscriber is allowed to camp, adjusting, by the network side device, the
bar attribute of the second Cell, so that a subscriber is allowed to camp on the second cell.

8. The method according to any one of claims 6 to 7, wherein the adjusting, by the network side device, network
camping policy of the first cell and network camping policy of a second cell to random camping further comprises:

if a system message 5, delivered by the first cell or the second cell, comprises an SsearchHCS parameter for
starting inter-frequency preselection in a hierarchical cell structure scenario, adjusting, by the network side
device, a value of the SsearchHCS parameter to a second optimized value.

9. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein the method further comprises:

after adjusting the network camping policy of the first cell to random camping, skipping performing, by the
network side device for a subscriber who accesses the first cell, a direct retry or a redirection due to service
layering.

10. A network side device, comprising:

a determining module, configured to determine, according to traffic measurement of a first cell, whether the first
cell is in a heavy traffic scenario, and determine whether the first cell is a preferential camping cell; and
a camping policy adjusting module, configured to adjust, after it is determined that the first cell is in the heavy
traffic scenario and the first cell is the preferential camping cell, network camping policy of the first cell and
network camping policy of a second cell to random camping, wherein the first cell and the second cell are inter-
frequency co-coverage neighboring cells.

11. The network side device according to claim 10, wherein the determining module comprises:

a first determining unit, configured to determine, according to the traffic measurement of the first cell, whether
the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario; and
a second determining unit, configured to determine, according to a selection and reselection parameter of the
first cell, or a selection and reselection parameter of the second cell, or a Bar attribute of the second cell, whether
the first cell is a preferential camping cell, wherein load of the second cell is less than a second threshold.

12. The network side device according to claim 11, wherein the first determining unit comprises:

an RRC connection request quantity determining subunit, configured to determine, when the number of radio
resource control RRC connection requests received by the first cell in a first duration is greater than or equal
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to a threshold on the number of RRC accesses, and a proportion of RRC connection requests rejected by the
first cell in the first duration due to insufficient air interface resources to the received RRC connection requests
is greater than or equal to a first preset threshold, that the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario;
an update request quantity determining subunit, configured to determine, when the number of cell update
requests received by the first cell in a second duration is greater than or equal to a threshold on the number of
update requests, that the first cell is in a heavy traffic scenario;
a subscriber quantity determining subunit, configured to determine, when the number of connected subscribers
in the first cell is greater than or equal to a threshold on the number of subscribers, that the first cell is in a heavy
traffic scenario.

13. The network side device according to claim 11, wherein the second determining unit comprises:

a first selection and reselection parameter determining subunit, configured to, if a pilot measurement type of
the first cell is measurement based on received signal code power RSCP, determine that the first cell is a
preferential camping cell, if an idle signal quality offset 1 IdlceQoffset1sn, configured on the first cell, of the
second cell is greater than or equal to a first preferential camping threshold; or determine that the first cell is a
preferential camping cell, if an IdleQoffset1sn, configured on the second cell, of the first cell is less than or equal
to a second preferential camping threshold;
a second selection and reselection parameter determining subunit, configured to, if the pilot measurement type
of the first cell is measurement based on ECNO, determine that the first cell is a preferential camping cell, if an
idle signal quality offset 2 IdleQoffset2sn, configured on the first cell, of the second cell is greater than or equal
to a third preferential camping threshold; or determine that the first cell is a preferential camping cell, if an idle
signal quality offset 2 IdleQoffset2sn, configured on the second cell, of the first cell is less than or equal to a
fourth preferential camping threshold;
a Bar attribute determining subunit, configured to determine, when it is determined, according to the Bar attribute
of the second cell, that the second cell is a cell on which no subscriber is allowed to camp, that a network
camping policy of the first cell is preferential camping.

14. The network side device according to any one of claims 12 to 13, wherein the camping policy adjusting module
comprises:

a first adjusting subunit, configured to adjust a reselection-starting measurement threshold IdleSintersearch of
the first cell and the second cell to a first optimized value, wherein the first optimized value is greater than a
reselection-starting measurement threshold that is set when the first cell is preferential camping;
a second adjusting subunit, configured to adjust, it a system message 5 delivered by the first cell or the second
cell comprises an SsearchHCS parameter for starting inter-frequency preselection in a hierarchical cell structure
scenario, a value of the SsearchHCS parameter to a second optimized value;
a third adjusting subunit, configured to, if the second cell is a cell on which no subscriber is allowed to camp,
adjust the bar attribute of the second cell, so that a subscriber is allowed to camp on the second cell.

15. The network side device according to claim 14, wherein the camping policy adjusting module comprises:

a fourth adjusting subunit, configured to, after adjusting the network camping policy of the first cell to random
camping, skip performing, for a subscriber who accesses the first cell, a direct retry or a redirection due to
service layering.
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